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Effect of payload size on mean response time when message segmentations occur
using MX/G/1 queueing model
Takashi Ikegawa
Abstract
This paper proposes the MX/G/1 queueing model to represent arrivals of segmented
packets when message segmentations occur. This queueing model enables us to derive the
closed form of mean response time, given payload size, message size distribution and message
arrival rate. From a numerical result, we show that the mean response time is more convex in
payload sizes if message arrival rate is larger in a scenario where Web objects are delivered
over a physical link.
Index Terms
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I. INTRODUCTION
The size of packets, i.e., data units transferred over physical links, affects several quality of
service (QoS) parameters for users of packet-based transfer networks such as the Internet. For
example, the response time between hosts is highly dependent on packet size because it contains
link-level transmission time, which is simply given by the packet size divided by capacity of
the physical link [1, p. 9]. In addition, the packet-loss rate due to bit errors depends on the
packet size because it is approximately proportional to the packet size [2, p. 132].
The packet size is limited for various reasons [3, pp. 406–409]. They include a) the data-
link structure (e.g., the width of a transmission slot), b) compliance with standard protocol
specifications, and c) satisfaction of the QoS parameters by applications such that the round-
trip time of interactive applications is less than the time that a user is willing to wait [4],
[5].
Messages, i.e., data units generated by applications, are frequently larger than the maxi-
mum permitted packet size. To convey such messages over the network, some communication
protocols, such as transmission control protocol (TCP), Internet protocol (IP) for the Internet
[6], IEEE 802.11 media access control (MAC) protocol [7] for wireless local-area networks
(LANs) and radio link control (RLC) protocol [8] for mobile wide-area networks, specify a
message segmentation/reassembly function. The message segmentation function enables a sender
to divide a single message larger than the payload size ℓd into multiple packets. Furthermore,
the sender adds an appropriate header, i.e., overhead, to a packet.
There have been several studies on optimization of packet size (or payload size) to satisfy the
user’s QoS such as [9]–[11]. However, the purpose of these studies was to solve the tradeoff
issue between the desire to reduce the header overhead by making packet large, and the need
to reduce packet-loss rate due to bit errors in noisy links by using small packet size.
Another tradeoff exists when message segmentations occur. Consider the message whose
variance is large enough in size, such as Web files (objects). While too large payload size is
employed, message segmentations hardly occur. In this case, the waiting times of packets for
transmission using a physical link is large because the packet size distribution can be identified
with the message size distribution. On the other hand, when payload size is small, waiting times
of packets may be small due to decreasing the variance of packet sizes because the constant
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COMMUNICATION NETWORK MODEL.
packets in size, which is payload size, are dominant in the all created packets. When payload
size is too small, the number of segmented packets per message increases significantly, resulting
in very large waiting time due to the burstiness of packet arrivals.
In previous work, this tradeoff issue has not been discussed. The purpose of this paper is to
discuss the effect of payload size on mean response time when message segmentations occur
using an MX/G/1 queueing model [12, Chapter 4], which can capture the behavior of the
burstiness of segmented packet arrivals.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the communica-
tion network model underlying our study. Section III analyzes the segmented packet sequence.
Section IV derives the closed form of mean response time using an MX/G/1 queueing model.
Section V investigates the effect of message segmentation on the mean response time for actual
message size distributions. Finally, Section VI summarizes this paper and mentions future work.
II. COMMUNICATION NETWORK MODEL
In this section, we first explain the two-layered communication network model under con-
sideration. Next, the model of data units introduced in this paper at the respective layer is
described. In final, we explain some assumptions for analytical tractability.
A. Layer model
To investigate the effect of message segmentation on performance, we consider a communi-
cation network of which conceptual representation is shown in Fig. 1. Each station (a sender
and a receiver) has two layers: application and segmentation-reassembly (SGM-RAS).
The application layer contains a traffic source and sink. The traffic source generates the data
units, which will be referred to as messages. On the other hand, the traffic sink terminates the
corresponding data units.
The SGM-RAS layer implements message SGM-RAS function. In addition, it has a function
to transfer data units, which will be referred to as packets, over physical links at a sender.
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CREATION OF PACKETS THROUGH MESSAGE SEGMENTATION.
B. Data-unit model
We define data units exchanged between peer entities at the respective layer: messages and
packets.
Message: a data unit generated by a traffic source with a given size distribution,
Packet: a data unit created from a message through segmentation function by adding a
header and/or trailer, i.e., control information, to the (divided) message. The message
segmentation function implemented in the sender’s SGM-RAS layer enables a single
message to be divided into several packets if the message size is larger than the
payload size ℓd(> 0). The receiver’s SGM-RAS layer performs a message reassembly
function, thus reassembling the segmented generated packets before delivering them
to the application layer.
C. Assumptions
For analytical tractability, we make the following assumptions.
A1: message sizes are mutually independent and identically distributed according to a
common message-size distribution F (m)(·). The distribution F (m)(·) has a finite mean
value ℓ(m), which is referred to as the mean message size.
A2: the finite variance {σ(m)}2 of the message-size distribution exists.
III. SEGMENTED PACKET SEQUENCE MODEL
The creation of packets from a message through message segmentation is shown in Fig. 2.
If a message is larger than payload size ℓd, the message is divided into multiple packets. Two
kinds of packets exist:
body packet: a segmented packet appearing between the head and the penultimate
packets in the original message, whose packet size is always equal to ℓd, and
edge packet: the final segmented packet if a message is segmented, or the message
itself if it is not segmented, whose packet size is variable but does not exceed ℓd.
Let a random variable L be a packet size excluding control information (header). Letting
F (p)(·) △= Pr .(L ≤ x) be the stationary distribution of packet sizes, we have
F (p)(x) =
(
1− π(E)
)
1(x− ℓd) + π(E)F (E)(x). (1)
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where F (E)(·) is the stationary edge-packet-size distribution and πE is the edge packet occurrence
probability. The form of F (E)(x) is given by
F (E)(x) =


0, if x ≤ 0,
∞∑
n=0
{
F (m)(x+ n ℓd)− F (m)(n ℓd)
}
, if 0 < x ≤ ℓd,
1, if x > ℓd.
(2)
The form of π(E) can be written as
π(E) =
1
∞∑
n=0
un
. (3)
Here, the term un is defined as
un
△
=
∫
∞
n ℓd
dF (m)(x) = 1− F (m)(n ℓd), for n = 1, 2, · · · , (4)
with u0 = 1, and we regard that un+1/un = 0 when un = 0.
Letting ℓ(p) be the mean packet size, from (1) and assumption of A1, the form of ℓp is given
by
ℓ(p)
△
= E [L] = π(E) ℓ(m). (5)
Let {σ(p)}2 be the variance of packet sizes. From (1) and assumption of A2, the variance of
packet sizes {σ(p)}2 is given by
{σ(p)}2 △= E [L2]− {E [L]}2
= π(E)
({
ℓ(m)
}2
+
{
σ(m)
}2)
+ 2π(E) ℓ(m) ℓd
− 2π(E) ℓd
(
∞∑
n=0
vn − ℓd
∞∑
n=1
nun
)
−
{
ℓ(p)
}2
, (6)
where
vn
△
=
∫
∞
n ℓd
x dF (m)(x), for n = 1, 2, · · · , (7)
with v0 = ℓ
(m).
The detailed derivations of (1) to (7) can be found in [13].
Let a random variable X be the number of packets created from a corresponding message.
Note that the random variable X is identified with a batch size, which will be introduced in
Section IV.
The forms of E[X] and E[X2] are given by
E[X] =
∞∑
n=0
n Pr . (X = n) =
∞∑
n=1
n (un−1 − un) =
∞∑
n=0
un
(
=
1
π(E)
)
, (8)
E[X2] =
∞∑
n=0
n2 Pr . (X = n) =
∞∑
n=1
n2 (un−1 − un) =
∞∑
n=0
(2n + 1)un. (9)
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QUEUEING SYSTEM.
IV. MEAN RESPONSE TIME
In this paper, we employ the response time R as the performance. To derive the form of
E[R], we represent a communication network as a queueing system as shown in Fig. 3. The
response time R is defined as the total time from a packet arrival at the queue until its service
completion. In the communication network, a service time S in a queueing system where the
server is a physical link is equal to transmission time, which is given by ℓ/µc where a data
unit is ℓ in size and µc is the capacity of the physical link. The response time R is interpreted
as the waiting time W , i.e., time spent in the queue alone, plus the service time S.
For analytical tractability, we introduce the following assumptions:
B1: packets created from a corresponding message, referred to as a batch, arrive at the
queueing system simultaneously at a time.
B2: the batches arrive at the queueing system according to Poisson process with mean
arrival rate λ.
B3: the maximum number of packets that can be accommodated in the queueing system
is infinite.
B4: packets are served in FIFO scheduling dripline.
B5: offered load a = λE[X]E[S] satisfies a < 1.
B6: the size of SGM-RAS-layer’s control information is constant and equal to ℓh.
From assumptions of B1 – B4, we can treat the queueing system as an MX/G/1 queueing
model in the Kendall notation, where X is the batch size, which is defined as the number of
packets simultaneously arriving at the queueing system.
From assumption of B5, the MX/G/1 becomes stable.
By solving the MX/G/1 queueing model, we have
E[R] = E[S] + E[R], (10)
E[S] =
E[L] + ℓh
µc
=
ℓ(p) + ℓh
µc
, (11)
E
[
S2
]
=
E
[
(L+ ℓh)
2
]
µ2c
=
{
σ(p)
}2
+ (ℓ(p) + ℓh)
2
µ2c
, (12)
E[W ] =
λ
{
E[X]E
[
S2
]
+
(
E
[
X2
]− E[X]) {E[S]}2}
2 (1− a)
+
ℓd + ℓh
µc
(E[X]− 1) . (13)
The derivations of (10) – (13) can be found in Appendix.
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Fig. 4
MEAN RESPONSE TIME R VERSUS PAYLOAD SIZES ℓd FOR DIFFERENT BATCH ARRIVAL RATES λ.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we examine the effect of payload size on mean response time by utilizing
the results in Section IV. We consider a scenario in which Web objects are transferred over
the IEEE 802.11g, i.e., physical link capacity µc = 54 Mbps and control information field size
ℓh = 38 bytes.
The sizes of the Web objects are assumed to follow a lognormal distribution given by
F (m)(x) =


∫ y=x
y=0
1√
2πσwy
e
−(log y−µw)
2
2σ2
w dy, x > 0,
0, x ≤ 0.
(14)
The distribution parameters µw and σw are assumed to be 6.34 and 2.07, respectively, on
the basis of the measured mean message size ℓ(m) = 4827 bytes and the measured standard
deviation σ(m) = 41, 008 bytes [14]. Note that this lognormal distribution can represent a
long-tailed property.
Figure 4 shows mean response time R versus payload sizes ℓd for different batch arrival rates
λ. This figure demonstrates the mean response time R is convex in payload sizes ℓd.
The reason for this is as follows.
• When payload size ℓd is large enough
From (4), un for n = 1, 2, · · · is approximately zero, resulting in π(E) ≈ 0. Hence, message
segmentations hardly occur.
In addition, it yields E[X] ≈ 1 and E[X2] ≈ 1. Hence, since batch size is approximately
one, the queueing system can be approximated as an M/G/1 queueing model
The mean waiting time E[R] for the M/G/1 queueing model is given by
E[W ] ≈ λE[S]
2
2 (1 − λE[S]) =
λ {E[S]}2




√
E[S2]− {E[S]}2
E[S]


2
+ 1


2− λE[S] . (15)
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Fig. 5
RELATIONSHIP BETWEENW1 ANDW2.
From the above equation, we find that mean response time R depends on the coefficient
of variation of S, cS , that is,
√
E[S2]− {E[S]}2/E[S]. If cS , equivalently the variance
of message sizes in proportional, increases, R increases. In this example, the value of cS
is very high because the message size distribution exhibits long-tailed property.
• When payload size ℓd is small
When payload size decreases, the number of segmented packets per message increases,
resulting in the smaller value of cS . Hence, the mean response time R may be smaller if
payload size is smaller even though the mean batch size increases.
• When payload size ℓd is small enough
In this case, the segmented packets, of which size is ℓd is dominant in all created packets.
Therefore, the queueing system can be approximated as an MX/D/1 queueing model.
Although the value of cS is almost zero, the mean batch size is too large, resulting in large
mean response time.
From Fig. 4, we find that the mean response time is more convex in payload sizes if batch
arrival rate is larger.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed the MX/G/1 queueing model to discuss the effect of payload size on
mean response time when message segmentations occur. We derived the closed form of mean
response time, given payload size, message size distribution and message arrival rate. From a
numerical result, we have demonstrated that the mean response time is more convex in payload
sizes if message arrival rate is larger. in a scenario where Web objects are delivered over a
physical link.
The remaining issues include the clarification of the relationship among several parameters to
express the optimized payload size, the extension of our model to noisy links, and development
of payload adaptation algorithm to minimize the mean response time.
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APPENDIX
This appendix provides derivations of (10) – (13).
Equations (10) – (12) are clear from the definitions of R and S.
To derive (13), we observe an arbitrary packet in a batch (i.e., message), referred to as the
tagged packet, and divide the waiting time W into two parts (see Fig. 5):
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• waiting time W1: the time from when the first packet in a batch have the tagged packet
arrives at the queueing system to when it enters service.
• waiting time W2: the time from when the first packet enters service to when the tagged
packet enters service.
From the argument of [12, Chapter 4], the form of E[W1] is given by
E[W1] =
λ
(
E[X]E
[
S2
]
+
(
E
[
X2
]− E[X]) {E[S]}2)
2 (1 − a) . (16)
Noting that one message consists of consecutive (n − 1) body packets and an edge packet
when it it is divided to n packets (see Fig. 2), we have
E[W2] =
ℓd + ℓh
µc
∞∑
n=1
(n− 1) Pr .(X = n) = ℓd + ℓh
µc
(
∞∑
n=1
n Pr .(X = n)n−
∞∑
n=1
Pr .(X = n)
)
=
ℓd + ℓh
µc
(E[X] − 1) , (17)
because of Pr .(X = 0) = 0. From (16) and (17), we obtain (13).
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